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CHAPTER 1

JILTA

P

egasus re-entered the universe outside the Jiltanian
system. Immediately there, it beamed the complete
reports to Jilta Prime Planetary Center. Three days

later the craft descended into the atmosphere.
Goren led the six into the Great Hall wearing High
Parade Dress adorned with their Russian caps. Lorde
Hymondy waited on the dais surrounded by his Boguard,
drumming his fingers on the side of his seat.
As they approached Goren could see Lorde Hymondy
watching him, and was about to bow when something
flashed to his right. Mepat leaped past Goren and fell to the
ground.
There were cries from Hymondy's Boguard. Goren
glanced, his comrade on the ground, and blood was all over.
He looked up to see seven more Boguard rush towards him.
Goren jumped to protect his troop. His mind was
confused. Had the Boguard gone mad? How could he fight
against them all? Lorde Hymondy had vanished. Where?
The oncoming Boguard formed a human screen around
the troop. The Boguard were fighting amongst themselves,
and their troop was being shielded from it.
Goren looked to his old friend Mepat now in the arms
of Navia. As the struggle subsided Goren knelt down to the
Captain.
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Entrance to the Royal Palace

Mepat's eyes fluttered as he whispered, “Poison dart
meant for you, my friend.” His eyes closed.
Navia looked up at Goren in pain, and said with a
quiver in her voice. “No pulse....”
Letone too was at his companion’s side. He stood and
motioned two junior Boguard. “The Captain still lives, just.”
He waved his arms and within seconds Mepat was gone.
Lorde Hymondy had reappeared and the troop had
moved up to his close audience.
Goren looked at the end of the hall. Three Boguard
were being restrained with their faces to the ground.
“Instructor Letone...?” Hymondy was upset.
“My Lorde,” said Letone assuming command stance.
“These three assassins are not Boguard. With your
permission, my Lorde, let the Boguard atone by getting the
data as to whom these three serve. We’re shamed of this
penetration to the inner sanctum of our protectorate.”
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Thoughtfully Hymondy replied. “This is one of the
darkest moments of my reign. Of the Hymondian sector,
this palace and this hall in particular, should be safe. For it
not to be so, hints that I can no longer protect the people.
If that should be evident then perhaps I have existed
beyond my own usefulness.”
Letone spoke for all. “My Lorde, should the Captain
live and we find the source of the assassins then….”
Lorde Hymondy shook his head. “Do what you must
Instructor. Get what data you can. However I doubt it will
be much assistance. Whoever engaged these assassins
knew of their impending capture and interrogation.”
Goren looked to the Boguard. Never had they failed
before. None had penetrated the court to this level. In the
meantime more Boguard had filed into the hall. Hymondy
stood, ordered the hall to vacate. He wished to be alone
with his independent and troop.
Goren understood. “My Lorde, it’s possible that the
sole intent of this attempt was to alienate you from your
loyal protectors. If this was the true purpose then the
assassination has succeeded.”
Hymondy looked long at his independent. It was rare
that another could insinuate a Royal was wrong. He looked
to the Marshal Erin Torb. “Retrieve the first four Boguard
outside and instruct them to enter and stand by me.” Erin
marched out and Lorde Hymondy returned his gaze to
Goren. “Perhaps you’re correct. If I can’t trust my
Boguard….”
He brought his thoughts back to Goren's mission and
said, “Now, there may be another reason for the attack. I
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must assume that whoever sent the assassins knew of your
coming, and wished to prevent you talking to me. If this is
the case then the palace could be penetrated further and I
must assume that your intelligence estimate has fallen into
hostile hands.” Hymondy thought for a moment. He took
Goren aside quietly. “What I find is that your estimate is
incomplete.”
The Boguard were now by Hymondy's side.
Goren thought to himself. He was handed his own
report by Hymondy, and glanced through it. Goren looked
up. “My Lorde, it’s all here. I can recall nothing that isn’t
contained in it.”
“Then what do you deem to completely handle the
problem of Earth?”
“I have no solid conclusion, sire. I was sent to find the
why, and at the bottom of that I have supplied, the who:
Lorde Maluka.”
Hymondy towered over the troop as he stepped down,
and walked around. “Last night there was a partial meeting
of the Council of Lordes. They’re here, on-planet, and have
been issued with a summary of your estimate.
“There was much disagreement my young
independent. They don’t agree with your, who. Nor do they
see the why that you propose.
“Their general counter argument is that what is
occurring on Earth is nothing but simply the way it is. The
other Lordes don’t disagree with your data. The marshal's
recorded transmissions of Earth's media confirm that. They
agree with Trooper Anqi Storm's summation, that planet
Earth's populace is a threat to all the populations of the
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galaxy. Every race is threatened by this genetically
dominant short-lived race. Their illnesses and drug
dependencies are a threat. So are their aggressive and
immoral natures. There is much argument in favor of
disposing of the planet's population.”
Lorde Hymondy could see that Goren wanted the
opportunity to counter the argument. However Lorde
Hymondy held up his hand to be allowed to continue. “The
analogy was put forward that when the brain has a tumor sending the patient insane, the correct solution is to remove
the tumor to rid the insanity.”
Goren hastily spoke up. “My Lorde, after that then the
patient must be ridded of what caused the tumor in the first
place, otherwise it can return.”
Hymondy nodded. “That was a similar response to my
own. Still, there was another argument. It would be
perhaps simpler and of less risk to ignore the potential
Malukan threat and merely eliminate Earth to enable the
Malukans to save face. It was argued that if your report
was accurate then the Malukans have had over fifty
standard years to perfect Warp Drives and build their own
fleet outside the control of the Warp Drive Bank. Many fear
that were we to press the Malukans too hard, then a
response of war would be imminent, and too costly and
damaging for many of the Lordes to afford. The smaller
Lordes have argued that they can’t risk having Maluka
angered at them, especially should he have drives
independently manufactured outside of the Bank. They’ll
soon be at his mercy.”
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“How can they afford to risk doing nothing in such
circumstances?” Goren asked.
Hymondy laughed. “Again, that was my argument.
The opposition countered with the answer that perhaps it
was time the Bank lost its stranglehold on galactic travel
and that perhaps this competition would be good for the
Santonia Galaxy. Perhaps this would reduce the cost of
travel enabling the realms to operate on a freer economy,
and that this was good and not bad.”
Hymondy took his seat on the dais. As he did Goren
approached and spoke quietly. “My Lorde, this is the
argument of planet Earth’s wealth barons. This will lead to
an economy-drive system such as on Earth. To not face the
problem won’t make it go away. It will remain and fester.
Action now will prevent the collapse of the Federation.
Should we delay, then the political landscape of the Galaxy
will change and I’m certain it won’t be for the better.”
Hymondy rose again with obvious signs of agitation.
He looked to all around him. “If the only alternatives to be
given were to destroy Earth, or war with the Malukans, what
would your replies be?”
He looked to Anqi first. She hesitated under his gaze
and then slowly replied. “Save Earth, my Lorde!”
Hymondy looked to Erin who replied. “Save Earth.”
“Save Earth,” Navia said.
Goren under his Lorde's gaze said, “Save Earth.”
Hymondy passed a look to the three Boguard who
slowly nodded with reverence. Lorde Hymondy then looked
up, and beckoned the troop farewell.
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Before he left the rear exit, Goren called to him softly.
“My Lorde...?”
Hymondy stared at his independent. “Six billion
people. We’ll save Earth. The council has to meet again
tonight. I’ll brief you in the morning.” With that the troop
was dismissed.
Ω
Goren met with Lorde Hymondy the following day.
The room was small and business like. Outside four
Boguard stood sentry.
Hymondy’s face read concern. “My independent, there
was heated argument at the Council last night. The result
was that the council voted not to destroy Earth. However
there were only two other Lordes willing to reproach Lorde
Maluka - Lordes Tilb and Silto. I met them afterwards.
They are prepared to side with us, if necessary with force,
to challenge Maluka and his plans. They’ll assist in a
defense of Earth.”
“Defense, Sir?” The thought and dread of galactic
warfare ran through Goren like a red-hot iron rod.
“Yes. The assassins died, before interrogation. While
being moved they were continually muttering that they did
not know where they were. The Boguard believed the
amnesia genuine. An autopsy found exploded micro
transmitters inside their skulls. Shortly afterwards the
Malukan Ambassador lifted off-planet without notice.”
Goren felt disturbed. Hymondy continued. “A security
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check found these assassins to be otherwise loyal Jiltanian
troopers who mysteriously disappeared months ago.
“I assume they were abducted and their minds
implanted with the assassination plot - without conscious
knowledge. If the Malukans controlled the assassins then
it’s safe to assume that their purpose was to prevent you
reporting.
“Independent, did you find why?”
Goren did not shrink from his Lorde’s intense eyes.
“No sir. In retrospect I believe I have missed something. I
don’t believe that Lorde Maluka is innocent of anything that
I have accused him of, but there must be more to this… not
enough information.”
Hymondy let out a small sigh. “Thank you Torren. I
thought so too, but you have done well.
“In the small hours of the morning I was also awoken
to be informed that our garrison on Tinkly had been sacked.
The garrison lies in a geographical anomaly between the
Malukan boarder and our own. The Malukans have claimed
the small protrusion into their space for centuries as theirs,
but we have always manned the small planet.
“Eighteen hundred men died with the loss of one
destroyer. The Malukans suffered nothing due to the
surprise nature of the attack. As of three hours ago the
Hymondian Sector was put on War Footing Alert One.”
Lorde Hymondy looked uncertain. “A few minutes
before you entered I called for a dossier from some of your
colleagues operating in the Malukan Sector. Over the last
three months there have been excessive troop and carrier
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movements within the Malukan Sector, especially nearest
our borders approaching the Earth region.
“Added to that, if the reports are correct, the Malukans
own more vessels than they have registered with the Warp
Drive Bank.
“Until your return this data made no sense, and had
been treated skeptically by our marshals. They believed our
independents were being fed misinformation.”
Lorde Hymondy placed a hand on the young
independent’s shoulder. “I have greatly erred against your
profession. Independents are to provide data to enable us
to predict future events and I have failed by not believing
them.” Hymondy turned to look to a screen showing the
Malukan sector. “If the reports are correct, our enemy has
doubled his allotted ships. From all accounts Lorde Maluka
has an armada now heading for Sequetus. If our estimates
are correct then the Malukans will attempt to annihilate
Earth, and all evidence of their real purpose for being there.
“My neighbors and Jilta have formed an Expeditionary
Force to intercept the Malukans before they destroy the
planet. I have recalled the services of the Marshal Erin Torb
from retirement. He with Marshal Zeto Bul and two
marshals from our neighboring sectors will head our defense
forces.
“You’re to report to Marshal Torb for further orders,
and take any of your troops which will assist you.”
Goren bowed. “Thank you, my Lorde.”
“Good fortune Independent. The fates of Jilta and
many other planets ride on your success.”
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CHAPTER 2

WAR FOOTING
ONE

Goren met the marshal in the War Office outside the
palace. “Glad to be of service Marshal, sir.” Goren snapped
to attention.
Erin nodded. “Be at ease, Goren. You haven’t been
commissioned. You’re here on royal independent status.”
Goren smiled. “I’m pleased to be serving with you
Erin.”
“Well, I was not so anxious to be here at first. I was
enjoying my retirement – until that planet got under my
skin…. Three days ago I learned that you and Mepat would
be serving with me… and we have some business to finish in
that sector.”
Goren's face brightened. “Mepat is alive?”
“Not only alive but it was he who turned the council
vote to protect Earth. Apparently he forcibly insisted on
being heard, and refused not to be admitted to the meeting
that night.
“He told of how Jenny Wanten forfeited her own life to
save his, an alien, for a greater cause. It impacted and
swayed the Council. He argued that this was the true
nature of Earth's populace and that all contrary data was
nothing more than a reaction to galactic interference and
manipulation.
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“Apparently he said that he would rather be in a world
populated with people like Jenny, than belong to and protect
a galaxy of cowards. He said that though she may be dead
her spirit and memory carries more power with him than all
the Lordes of the Council, with the exception of Lorde
Hymondy.”
Goren chuckled. “They let him say that?”
“I believe they had little choice but to listen. Lorde
Hymondy had to usher him out though, saying that his
Boguard were not normally like this. He also said that
Mepat had almost lost his life, defending you, and would
have died if it were not for Jenny. She saved him at the
expense of her own life. Lorde Hymondy apparently then
replayed the recordings from Little Betsie showing how she
died. This drove Mepat’s message home.
“The vote went from 1-6 against Earth to 3-0 in
Earth's favor. Four of the lesser Lordes withdrew from
voting.
“Mepat will be joining us later. His recovery has been
full and fast.”
“Apparently,” smiled Goren.
Erin grinned at what he imagined happened at the
Council of Lordes. “I assume Anqi will accompany us, and I
have arranged a berth for her.”
Goren nodded.
“Good. Now, over here is a list of our battle
contingent for the Expeditionary Force.” The marshal
turned on the three-dimensional holographic mapscreen:
20 cruisers, 120 destroyers, 320 interceptors, 1500 fighters,
with a total task force of 274,200 troopers and officers.
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“The Malukan fleet will be at least fifty percent bigger. We
shall be leaving a defending force on Jilta of four cruisers
and twenty-four destroyers, along with support craft and
personnel.” The marshal then began to write on some
sheets of paper and handed the first one to Goren.
It read: “Due to security the following is for your
eyes. Say nothing. Once you have read each page hand it
back to me and I’ll destroy each sheet before you. This
data is confidential.
Goren nodded and continued to read the following
pages. He looked up when he had finished the last page.
The marshal continued. “Our spies in the Malukan Sector
have sent a signal that craft have been mustering at Zelon
for some weeks. It would appear that your appearance on
Earth has triggered a tactical response to destroy the
planet, before any claims by you have time to be
investigated further.
“Due to the time lag involved we’ll never be sure
where the enemy is, until they are either upon us here, or
at Earth. All indicators are that they are bound for Earth.
Thus, we have only days to come up to battle readiness and
depart.”
During preparation the Jiltanian populace was kept
uninformed of the war footing, which would have only fed
data to Malukan intelligence.
Instructor Letone sharpened up the Boguard in
preparation of all-out war. It was the Boguard's
responsibility to scour the palace for spies, and to ready
escape routes should the unthinkable happen. Palace
security was tightened.
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On the fourth day after the alert, twelve of the best
Boguard left the palace to join Captain Mepat on the
Flagship Cruiser Nabulus. Later that same day the flagship
left Jilta along with two columns of Jiltanian forces to
rendezvous with two more columns from Tilk and Siltonia.
The rendezvous point was code named Alphasee.
Marshal Torb would join the columns later at Alphasee,
after his current mission to Celtron 4.
Ω
Navia had been back at Academia Alson for a week
and declined Goren's invitation of a further mission. She
thought it strange he wouldn’t divulge the mission's intent,
but did not ask.
The Academia had accepted Navia back and had
engaged her for the second semester. With her newfound
experience of primitive races advancing into space without
intervention, she was now a commodity the Academia
valued highly. Enrollments for her classes had overfilled.
Lorde Hymondy had let her use all but the most
offensive transmission recordings of Earth for her lecture
base. She had even been promoted to Deputy Assistant
Head of the Department of Anthropology.
After two weeks of lecturing Navia had time to reflect
as she strolled through the cloisters towards the Academia
library. Life seemed good now, away from the crazy world
of Goren Torren. Yes, he made her life halz1 when he was
1

DEFINITION: Halz: The term to represent something bad. In ancient
Jiltanian mythology, Aqin, the son god Zaltro was kept captive and boiled
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around, real halz. After being with him, either
professionally or otherwise, her life always changed in
dramatic directions. Navia recalled that she had been close
to dying six times.
Yes, while helping Goren, she had been shot three
times, caught a wild exotic disease once, and suffered from
space cold-hype as well. Yes she was glad to be free of
him, and if she was not glad, then she ought to be.
Now she was a lecturer at one of the most prestigious
Academias in the Galaxy. Navia wondered, as she walked
down the colonnade, looking at the classical Jiltanian
architecture, the vaulted wooden ceilings, the old sandstone
blocks, how many tortured years of dedication it took to
make such a place? Over its thousand or so years Alson
had produced great philosophers, scientists, artists,
historians and humanitarians. Just to attend lectures in
these great buildings of stone as a student was an honor
that many academics would envy. The tradition steeped
here at Alson went back well before the Federation, into the
heady days of Confederacy expansion.
Today was especially beautiful. She had met Jeffry, a
Senior Fine Arts Lecturer. It was early morning and they
had just shared breakfast. Her first cup of kalo had cleared
the cobwebs from her mind. Afterwards they both slowly
meandered along a cobblestone path. Navia listened to him
absentmindedly as she observed the trees gently swaying in
the wind. She had not yet begun the day's lecturing. The
alive in an underground prison in Mount Halz by his father’s enemies.
Searfinders Index p. 1275 ◄Return
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shade had preserved the dew on the grass. Birds were
calling to each other, and the clearing sky indicated the
approach of another perfect Jiltanian day.
She looked at the last of the night's clouds
disappearing over the horizon, and realized how similar
Earth and Jilta were. That crazy planet called Earth; yes it
suited Goren. Yet on the other hand life was never dull
around him. That was true. In fact it was full of action. It
could be said that without him life was boring, if only a little.
But the lecturing would be interesting. Interesting but
exciting, she asked herself? It was true that her
participation in Goren's missions had given her the notoriety
to promote herself. Yes, Goren did lead a lifestyle that was
hard to miss. Having adrenaline coursing through your
veins each day with Goren was exciting. But she deserved a
break, some quiet, and a time of peace. Damn you Goren
Torren. Life is so boring again.
Navia had her attention drawn back to her artist friend
Jeffry. She couldn’t help it and snapped back at him. “You
have been talking about how to paint that work for six
months now Jeffry. Either paint or shut up! For the sake of
Zaltro2, I’m tired of how you’re going to create living art by
your transcended living self. Stop talking about doing it and
just do it, either paint it or never speak to me about it
again!” Navia paced off in the opposite direction.

2

DEFINITION: Zaltro: The senior god of Mount Gangels, God Zaltro, of
Jilta. He procrastinated in saving his son, and unfortunately his son was
boiled alive. The phrase for the sake of Zaltro means not to procrastinate.
See Halz ◄Return
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Jeffry stood with a blank look on his face. He stroked
his beard and went over and sat under a tree; a suitable
place to try to discern what Navia had really meant.
Ω
Lorde Hymondy spent days with Defense Marshal Tibb
Foil and the planetary generals. It was recognized that the
System was under-defended and wouldn’t be able to
withstand a frontal full-scale attack should the Malukans
attack Jilta instead of Earth. They prepared to wait for the
results of the mission of Marshal Torb from Celtron 4.
During the wait, Lorde Hymondy sent invitations for
non-committal neighboring Lordes to change their minds,
including those still to be reached with the results of Goren's
mission. Hymondy's hopes however, rested on his
immediate neighbors.
The Consul Agent3 for the Imperial Federation Warp
Drive Bank was summoned. His reply to the crisis was as
expected. The Bank wouldn’t destroy Malukan WD craft,
should they attack either Earth or Jiltanian soil. The
information gathered on Earth about the Malukans showed
no breach of the Bank’s Deed of Trust between the two
parties. If the Bank interfered then, such interference
wouldn’t only void the Deed itself, and be responsible for
consequential liabilities, but any such interfering by the

3

Definition: Consul Agent: The chief and legal representative of an
intragalactic corporation to a planet. Similar in status to ambassador.
Searfinders Index p. 3467. ◄Return
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Bank in the affairs of the Lordes would be highly damning to
consumer trust. If one couldn’t trust the Bank, then who
could one trust? The Bank would of course be grieved by its
loss as sole trade mover within the Galaxy, but should there
be need of change in the Transport Monopoly Act then it
would be considered.
Though this was anticipated, Lorde Hymondy was
quietly furious.

θ
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CHAPTER 3

VINTAGE DEFENSE

Marshal Erin Torb was greeted warmly upon arrival at
Celtron 4. Within hours he was out at the ship graveyards
with a group of officers and technicians. Erin turned to the
Captain of the Yard. “How many of these old Confederacy
cruisers do you think you could get operational, Captain?”
The captain gazed from the Groundflight window and
thought for a moment. To the horizon could be seen a
planetside littered with obsolete spacecraft. “Well that
would depend on how long we have to resurrect them.”
“Say you had two weeks.”
“Perhaps two or three, but we would need notice well
before hand.” The captain turned, looked at the marshal.
What was this old war-dog doing out from retirement?
What was he fishing here for, really?
“How many are out there, Captain?”
“If you include the Eildora, that would be fifteen
cruisers. The Eildora lies there, in two sections.”
Erin searched in the direction of the captain's arm,
spotted the two halves, about a K apart. “Many like her?”
“There is the Betsie, the only Federation ship in the
Yard. No drives of course.”
“Hmm,” mused the Marshal, “a total of sixteen. How
many destroyers?”
The captain reflected. “About every destroyer that
remained from the Quantum Drive era. One hundred and
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twenty… approximately. Many are pretty badly burnt out
and have been heavily cannibalized.” The captain wondered
where the questions were going.
“Could you get half of them into space if you had no
limits on time and resources?”
“More than half. Probably three quarters of them.”
The captain turned to the marshal. “Why...?”
Erin smiled. “In twelve hours a Hymondian cruiser
and support craft will be over Celtron 4. With it will be over
three thousand military technicians plus civilian salvage
tugs. At this moment the planet’s mining plant and
personnel are being commandeered under garrison
command. The Hymondian Sector is under War Footing
Alert I and is on the verge of Alert II, with a formal
declaration of war against the Malukans.” Erin could see the
captain tense at the news.
Erin continued. “In five days a flotilla of whatever you
can get aloft will depart Celtron 4. All the cruisers you can
muster, at least seventy – please - destroyers, plus every
gun, cannon, lasers and whatever equipment you can
salvage, all lifted from this planet.
“For the record, the bulk of the Hymondian fleet will be
in all-out-war in weeks. We need all you can get off the
planet in the defense of the Jiltanian Sector.”
“But sir, these are quantum drives. How are you able
to get them out of the system into combat zones? The war
will be over before they reach any destination. Surely
they’ll be wiped out as they were once before!”
Erin grinned at the captain's concern. He looked at
the young man. “Captain, that isn’t what I can discuss.
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Enemy agents are here. We’re at war.” The marshal looked
around the groundflight as though to indicate what he
meant. “If we leave anything worth salvaging, they’ll come
for it. We don’t want that.”
The captain’s salute almost broke the sound barrier.
“Captain, have your driver take me to the commercial
settlement and then please report back to your commander.
He needs to accommodate the three thousand troopers.
“Remember, this is the first war between royals since
the inception of Federation. Until now, each royal family
only took the voids of space that they could maintain.
When those voids filled, it set the Federation sector
boundaries. There has always been more space in the
Galaxy. In the past loosely knit pacts and alliances have
kept territorially ambitious Lordes in check.
“Lorde Maluka is an ambitious Lorde, but he has now
developed technical and numerical advantages. The status
quo of the Federation has changed. We can’t afford to be
kept off guard any longer. Already it may be too late. Drive
on.”
Ω
The marshal oversaw the operation to the point of
physical exhaustion. With him seen as the role model
troopers, technicians, advisers and civilians slept little.
On the fourth day most of the salvageable craft were
ready for elevating. Anything that could withstand space
was armed, including mining craft.
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Each cruiser and destroyer not salvaged was stripped
to a shell. On the fifth day all salvaged craft were aloft,
including two intra-system battleclass.
The marshal read the manifest of his salvage
operation:
Ξ Expeditionary Forces Document Ξ
As Erin watched the battleclass rise a shiver went
through him. The sinister shape and its impregnable
reputation had that affect. They were historic relics that no
longer should be in space, they were the greatest killing
machine ever devised in the past era. Erin wondered what
would be the result should one of these ever be set against
a planet instead defending it. Just one could eliminate
ninety percent of the population on Earth in a day.
After the Yard had been picked clean the marshal
counted his flotilla. As well as the military craft, there were
mining craft, Rangercraft, messenger craft and civilian
yachts. Most civilian craft had no armor but sported
weapons at every vantage point. There was also need of
support craft; hospital ships, messenger ships, and stores
ships.
On the eve of the fifth day the flotilla vanished from
the Celtron System.
Ω
Two months after leaving Jilta the Expeditionary Force
columns emerged two hours from Alphasee, a
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predetermined astronomical point in space. There they
would wait a week for their allies, and then move to the
Sequetus System where the Marshal Erin Torb would join
them.
The Tilks and the Siltonians arrived on schedule. Just
before they were due to depart an unexpected messenger
craft arrived with news. Celtron 4 had been sacked! They
were at war already!
Ω
The first alarms rang at midnight a week after the
marshal had left the Celtron System. Half the planet's
satellite warning systems went out of action simultaneously.
The combat units were readied in three minutes as the
garrison attempted to determine the source of the warnings.
Three destroyers overhead went onto red alert. Within
seconds three enemy interceptors with fighter support were
sighted on the screens.
The Celtron destroyers sent out fifteen defense
fighters, accompanied by the same number from the
garrison. From over the horizon another three interceptors
with thirty-five fighters were approaching. The garrison
responded with another thirty-five fighters.
Captain Vatez sat in the helm of the lead Celtron
destroyer.
“Sir, Red Group about to make contact,” issued the
voice of the captain's second in command.
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“Thank you. Keep me informed Mister,” replied the
captain keeping his eyes on the viewscreens as the enemy
approached.
“Both Red and Blue groups are engaging the enemy,”
reported the calm voice.
Vatez responded. “Move us over the garrison, Mister;
we’ll want to take advantage of the garrison's defenses.”
“Underway...”
As the destroyers made for their new position more
data poured through.
The captain's deputy reported. “Red Group informs us
that one enemy interceptor is unaccounted for and headed
our way.”
“And Blue Group?”
“Two got through sir. Our fighters are still engaged
and can’t return.”
The captain nodded calmly. He could see the
interceptors approaching. “Scramble our remaining fighters
and request half the remaining garrison fighter’s launch.
Inform the rapid-gunneries to prepare for rockets.” The
captain waited until he saw a response on the screens, and
then gave his next command. “Have the destroyers take
defense position A.”
The destroyers spread out so that they could crossfire
enemy between them while minimizing harm to themselves.
As expected the rockets fanned out from the
interceptors and were gunned down. The captain watched
with satisfaction as the small atomics exploded harmlessly
out of range.
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The lieutenant turned to the captain with a look of
fear. “Sir, enemy mother ships approaching over the
horizon!”
The reassuring voice of the captain said. “What have
we got son, destroyers?”
The lieutenant’s head nodded gingerly as he looked at
his leader. “Yes sir, six!” he paused, “plus a cruiser.”
The captain stared at the screen. There it was. A
cruiser, out here! Why? Then like a flood it hit him. The
Yard! They were after the Yard! The captain laughed. “Too
late Maluka: you have missed out and the Yard is bare!”
Quickly, the captain’s attention was brought back to
his deputy. The lieutenant was young, and under peacetime
would have lived a long life. The captain regretted that he
had neglected to know his men better.
The captain watched as the enemy destroyers fell
behind the cruiser. An issue of three more enemy
interceptors was launched with fighter cover; then a second
wave and finally a third.
“Sir?” came the lieutenant’s voice.
The captain could see all eyes upon him. “How many
fighters do we still have available?”
“Including what is left in the garrison: twenty three,
sir.”
“Interceptors?”
“Three aloft and six on the ground.”
The captain nodded slowly. “Have all fighters and
interceptors under cover of our destroyers in six minutes!”
As the moments ticked over the captain wondered how
he could take a cruiser. Statistically they were
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outnumbered four to one. He waited, waited for a divine
miracle that seemed to elude him. He looked as the two
and a half kinopac long cruiser filled more of his screen. Six
minutes up and all the Celtron craft were in place.
With no hand of divine grace appearing on his side, he
began the only plan possible. The formation of the Celtron
destroyers closed. Slowly they gathered speed towards the
enemy. The plan was simple enough. The destroyers would
be the shields for their interceptors. Currently each
interceptor was more valuable than its destroyer mother
craft. He had nine interceptors; meaning that they had
fifty-four rockets, laden with atomics. The enemy had over
sixty fighters with which to repel the attack. Some of the
Celtron interceptors would get through, but the rockets...?
On the reverse side, there were six enemy interceptors
approaching with thirty-six rockets. Fighters accompanied
them. To defend against them were twenty-three Celtron
fighters. The captain's only aim was to take out the cruiser.
To do that he needed time and to be able to get his
interceptors close enough for the attack. He would lose the
destroyers in his command, in the short battle to come, but
should he be able to bring down an enemy cruiser for his
demise, then he would be the victor.
“Any markings yet son?” the captain asked.
“No sir,” the lieutenant replied.
The captain sighed. He knew the fleet was Malukan,
but wished that the enemy could have had the honor to say
who they were. All communications between the battle
fleets were dead.
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The first wave of enemy interceptors loosed their
rockets, followed by the second and then the third. The
Celtron destroyers had separated into three again. Of the
rockets four struck home. That was the first miracle.
The Celtron destroyer Neculi was struck by two rockets
and was losing pace. The other two destroyers forged
ahead.
The captain watched from the helm. The Neculi
burned. His ship had taken one hit, as did its sister.
Damage was in the fighter bays on both craft. No fighters
or interceptors could return now. With the wave of his arm
he motioned the last of his interceptors and fighters into
action. These were suicide missions. Silently on the screen
the two fleets merged. The Celtron fighters weaved and
dodged, threading a path for their interceptors. Like little
fireflies they were being snuffed out in a storm of tempest.
One by one they died. The fighters and interceptors
exploded into the blackness of space, without as much as a
curse on the enemy.
Before being dispatched into the great voids of
nothing, the last Celtron interceptor had loosed its rockets
too far out from its target. The captain watched as they
were gunned down without effect. Each rocket was carrying
with it an impossible potential of being a silver bullet that
could strike a mortal blow. Hope only flared into the
quietness of night.
The captain looked over his crew before giving the
next order. “Mister, both destroyers are to set a projected
destination path - two points over the bow of that cruiser.”
The captain watched as his lieutenant hesitated.
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“That is right. Collision course for a DIRECT HIT RAM!
Long live the Hymondian realm!”
The lieutenant swallowed. “Long live the realm, sir.
Coordinates are set and closing!”
Captain Vatez watched as his destroyers closed in on
the enemy. All guns were now engaged with the enemy's
fighters, interceptors and rockets, as the enemy staged an
overwhelming counterattack. The Celtron FSS Destroyer
Nevaro took a direct double strike and exploded like a
supernova.

Battle over Celtron 4

The captain watched on the screen as the Neculi began
to lose orbit. He stood on the deck. “I want all attention on
that cruiser. Every gun is to strike at that cruiser. Every
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cannon and every laser. I don’t care how small an impact
you think it inflicts. Everything.”
They were about one hundred Ks from the cruiser and
closing fast. “Get us up Mister! NOW! NOW! NOW! That’s
it! All that is left! Get us UP! In front of her... well done!
Five points higher than her proposhield!”
The captain let out a loud laugh. “Let us see you get
under us now my secret enemy without risking your orbit!”
During the battle the captain had deliberately lowered his
orbit. The stall height of a destroyer was much lower than
any cruiser he knew of. If his enemy tried to go under him
he had her. From above, with the aid of gravity, he could
descend rapidly and onto her decks, pushing her off her
tight orbit, into Celtron 4. If she pulled up he would at least
get a direct-hit-ram.
As the captain stood there, his eyes glued to the
screens, three silver streaks tore past and slammed into his
destroyer. The captain held tight as the engine rooms
exploded, then the crew quarters and the docking bays.
Small tactical atomic warheads blew away half his ship.
Finally the bridge caved in on him as a firestorm.
The garrison commander was watching vividly – glued
to his viewscreens, as was most of Celtron 4. With barely
any planetary atmosphere the battle spectacle was visible to
the naked eye. He could see his destroyers aloft ablaze and
felt like crying in anguish.
The post of command was lonely. He had just seen
the valiant efforts of Vatez and his crew turn themselves
into a blinding inferno in space. Still it was not over yet,
Vatez. You had set your course well. The commander
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watched as the blazing hulks careered carelessly towards
their target.
The commander gripped the console of his chair as
new coordinates of the vessels emanated every few
seconds. Whereas, Velez’s craft had aimed high above its
target, now gravity was pulling it into a direct collision line
with the cruiser. The enemy was attempting to separate the
two paths without much effect. Evasive action by the
cruiser was too late. Its only option was to bombard the
approaching fiery hulks with everything they had. Salvo
after salvo of atomics, cannons and lasers cut into the
destroyers’ masses. Still they came.
The destroyers were separating now. The Nevaro had
ceased to be a threat and had slid into a decaying orbit.
The Neculi had long gone. Only Vatez's destroyer remained
anywhere near target. The ball of fire was taking all the
enemy could throw at it. The two ships were only ten Ks
apart. It was close. Vatez's furious fiery hulk was now
beginning to slip orbit.
The garrison commander gripped the side of his chair
as the two ships almost became one. Up! Up! He was
calling out through the bridge. The underside of the enemy
cruiser was bright with the light of the blazing destroyer.
Vatez’s ship had just managed to slip beneath the cruiser’s
bow. Maybe it would strike the stern. The commander held
his breath and hoped. Within seconds, black space could be
seen between the two craft and growing. The attempt had
failed and the cruiser had escaped destruction.
A few seconds later and the destroyer began to break
orbit and descend to planetside. The commander watched
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as the dead blazing hulk thundered into the side of the
Alasian Mountains, nearby the glowing remnants of its two
sisters.
The shock of the loss ran through Celtron 4. Three
destroyers with all interceptors, fighters plus one thousand
men were gone forever. In return they had barely affected
the enemy.
The screens showed the cruiser with the returning
enemy destroyers soon looming over the garrison. Rockets
from the base went skywards in a flurry. They were not
done for yet. One of the destroyers suffered a minor hit. It
pulled away and the return volleys approached.
Planet to space rockets were limited in speed and
escape thrusts. The warheads were small. By comparison,
space-to-ground rockets were big with groundbreaking
destructive power.
The slow enemy rockets lumbered towards the
garrison, and with the assistance of gravity gained speed.
As they bore in the commander gave the word for all
gunneries to go onto automatic beam. They would score
hits against half the rockets.
Two messenger craft shimmered out from Celtron 4
into space. The first was to go to Jilta, the other to
rendezvous at Alphasee. All troops had been called in, and
were ordered into the lower underground floors. There were
ten floors below ground at the garrison, each twenty pacs
below the other, each self-contained with supplies, air,
weapons and even machines to dig back up to the surface.
The commander looked over his troops on level B3.
There were several hundred present. All was calm as the
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first of the planet busters hit the ground overhead. The
floor shook only slightly. All the B levels were designed and
set on springs to absorb impact. Topside would be afire
with atomics. Down below they could survive perhaps for a
year. The commander nodded to his men, whoever the
enemy was, if he wanted Celtron 4 they were still going to
have to fight for it.

θ
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CHAPTER 4

DEFENDERS OF SEQUETUS 3

The last four days Goren mostly kept to himself. He
had eaten and spoken with Anqi, but their living quarters
were well apart. Goren spent days becoming familiar with
the ship's design and capabilities.
The cruiser was big, almost two Ks long. He read the
trooper Basic Orientation Kit that each trooper was issued
as they boarded.
________________________
Ξ Document # 12709 Ξ
Ω
Finally Anqi had cornered Goren at a meal break. The
service galley was large, clean and white, with catering
facilities for three hundred in one sitting.
Anqi sat opposite. Goren stared into his food and
twirled his fork in the mash. He was silent.
“Have I done something wrong?” she asked, a little
concerned that he may have been upset with her, without
her knowing why.
Goren lifted his head and smiled. “No. I just feel
quiet. Maybe it’s due to the idle conditions. Perhaps it was
the news of Celtron 4. I don’t know.” He looked up at Anqi.
“I just wondered what we’re doing. It seems that over half
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a million people are going into battle over this planet Earth.
The balance of power of the Federation will change and I
still don’t know why. If the battle was merely to protect the
patents of the Warp Drive technology, at least that would
make some sense but it isn’t. What is it that we missed on
Earth that could cost half a million lives? How many
hundreds of thousands are going to die to find the answer?”
Anqi looked at him sympathetically. “No, I can’t tell
you Goren,” she said quietly. “All I know is that this is the
way it is. It’s happening and we have a choice. We can
either let a tyrant do as he wills, or we can do what is in our
power to stop him. This is one planet of six billion. This is
the first planet. Once it’s gone, who is next? The choice we
face is a very personal choice. I believe we’re making the
right choice.
“Maluka has used his knowledge to build military craft
and weapons to conquer. He could have used it to free the
Federation from the grip of the Bank, but he has chosen not
to. That was his choice. I have now made mine. I don’t
know his reason for choosing, but I know my reason. That
is enough for me.”
Goren looked at her.
Anqi continued with a question. “Have you ever
wondered your existence?”
The question threw Goren. He looked away and then
brought his gaze back. “By the Gods of Halz, well, of
course.”
“Have you spent much time on this question?”
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For the next thirty minutes Anqi instructed Goren on
her planet’s beliefs of Sleebo. It was not so different to
what he had learned as a child in Jilta.
Anqi held Goren’s right hand in both of hers. He felt
warm. “Goren, this is your hand. It’s a hand. It’s not you.”
Goren nodded, but puzzled. He shrugged.
“The same could be said to any body part. It’s not
you. Three quarters of those fighting here have this as their
faith; that they are a life-force, or spirit of some kind.
When the body dies, they continue.
“So, if we die; so be it. It happens to everyone. So
please don’t dwell on life or death. Both happen. Dwell on
how we’re to succeed in life now, instead.”
Goren was not so interested, but tried to look curious.
Anqi asked one last question. “Goren, have you ever
failed to find why or who of your mission?”
“No,” he said. “Why do you ask?”
“No reason. Let me be alone now, so I can finish my
meal.”
Goren stood from the table and leant over and kissed
her hand softly. As he walked away Anqi blushed. She felt
good and happy now. Possibly he would find his answer.
Ω
The Expeditionary Force emerged in space outside the
Sequetus Series. A quick scan found no sign of the Malukan
fleet, but a dribble of innocuous Earth media was
permeating space as usual.
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Two cruisers were dispatched to Dockside with an
ultimatum of unconditional surrender. There would be no
battle. The simple choices were that they surrender or they
would die in two minutes.
Dockside was not built for a fight. It possessed two
obsolete fighters, along with its modern interceptors. The
space station had gun emplacements, but attack craft were
there as a police action, not to wage war.
The Dockside commander beamed the surrender. A
minute later a messenger craft exited, shimmered and
disappeared. Their interceptors and fighters were seized
and shipped to the Expeditionary Force fleet. The crew of
Dockside was given the option of remaining as hospital crew
under the Expeditionary Forces, or being moved as
prisoners to Sequetus 4, Mars.
Slowly the Expeditionary Force began its way towards
the inner planets where the defense of Earth would be set
up. Twenty cruisers, one hundred and twenty destroyers,
two hundred and forty-eight interceptors, plus one thousand
four hundred and forty-three fighters comprised the Forces.
Three days later four Hymondian Military Transports
arrived. They brought troopers, pilots and technicians, plus
more interceptors and support fighters, still crated and
packed.
Goren had been given an observation seat on the
bridge. He thought of Lorde Hymondy and what he now
risked. Only the Tilks and the Siltonians risked as much.
Yes, Goren was fortunate to have known Lorde Hymondy,
and even luckier to have him as his patron.
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What would happen if there was no one to defend the
Federation from a tyrant? If the Expeditionary Forces failed,
would the lesser Lordes capitulate one by one? It almost
seemed surreal that they were now here, doing this.
Goren looked to the stars. He saw quiet places,
tranquil, but sad not knowing what was going to happen. If
they lose how will history show them, as aggressors? What
of Earth?
Sometimes life was loneliest amongst the stars; so
many missions to perform and it was never really a home.
Goren thought of the civilian population back on Jilta,
half of them home asleep, while others ran about, doing the
pleasures of planetary living. But if they had his
circumstances would they not also be here? Goren
continued to wonder.
There beamed the Earth's sun, smiling.
All these people here, soon there would be over a
quarter of a million dead. Did not the Malukans have
mothers that would grieve?
The shadows of Saturn's rings appeared to be saying
something to him, but what he couldn’t determine.
What lay ahead for him? Would his body be scattered
by the solar winds of time? Would he survive?
It was so lonely, and Goren was so tired. Why could
others not take up the fight without him? They did not need
Goren Torren. He kept staring into space.
He felt a hand touch his arm. It was Anqi's. He
turned.
She looked into his moist eyes and said nothing but
kept her hand on his. She looked with him, out into the
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cold darkness of space. She knew. It was lonely for her
too. She was with a lonely man, who was part of a lonely
crusade, but he was hers.
As space went by she thought of the unspoken
communication they shared. Anqi only had to be next to
him to feel strong. He was a good man, who would give
himself to humanity, and he had integrity she had not seen
in a person before.
Goren believed that Earth humanity was good deep
down, but sometimes it couldn’t see the wrong it did.
Now the long time peace of the Federation was being
threatened. Lorde Hymondy did not have to explain his
actions, nor did anyone else here.
The screens lit up as they passed through a meteor
belt. The cruiser’s auto lasers sprang to life destroying
space dust and debris in a colorful display of fireworks. The
effects were dazzling as lasers twitched over the screen,
cosmic particles exploding in flashes of greens, crimsons,
and sparkles of orange.
Hours had gone by since they left Saturn. Anqi and
Goren had not moved from their vigil of the screen. Goren
was still deep in his own thoughts.
The universe had infinite riddles. Humanoids
conquered much of the Galaxy eons ago, but they never had
been able to find the why of the universe. Did it actually
exist? If it did not, then why was there so much devotion to
its search and discovery? Was it a god, an outside
uncontrollable source as older religions promised, or was
humankind in charge of its own destiny?
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Goren looked around the bridge and then to the
commscreens. He saw only good people, all striving for the
same common purpose. They had chosen. They were
responsible for their tomorrow. These people had chosen to
be here, and were the strongest in the Federation.
If they failed, who would protect their homes? Would
there be others like them, or would these defenders of the
Federation be the last?
Good had to succeed over evil. It always did. Yes
we’ll win; if not this time then in the end.
Anqi caught Goren's gaze and smiled.
The fleet kept forging ahead. Soon it would be
passing through the orbit of the gas giant Jupiter. After
that, they would pass over the asteroids and into the
Martian orbit. There they would wait to rendezvous with
Marshal Erin Torb.
Ω
The four Expeditionary Force columns were each
stationed at a ninety-degree axis point around the Martian
orbit. Waiting was painful. As every day passed, Marshal
Torb was another day overdue. The Malukans should be
here anytime and the Marshal was a vital part of their
command.
The first sign came as a small messenger craft was
spotted pushing through the orbit of Jupiter. A message
was beamed and the Marshal was not aboard. The message
was that the Duchy of Kalanon had been invaded by
unmarked vessels, and its hub planet, Peel had been
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overrun. Of its defense forces, two of its three cruisers had
been destroyed and its seventeen destroyers were blazing
hulks. Its flagship, the FSS Cruiser Kalanon, had escaped to
an unknown destination. The message stated the Kalanon
had saved many lives after the battle, prior to it vanishing
into Warp Drive space.
The news was relayed to all crews. The Duchy of
Kalanon had no reason to be attacked. It drew no
provocation. In fact its Lorde was one of those that had
abstained from voting to save or destroy Earth.
Goren thought this could mean only one of two things.
Either the Malukan forces were on their way to Jilta, and the
Hymondian spies had been carefully supplied
misinformation, to lure the Expeditionary Forces here away
from the attack, or the Malukans had the Patuans on their
side. The Patuan fleet was known to be six cruisers with
accompanying destroyers. Either option was disaster. Had
Lorde Hymondy erred? Should they have simply remained
in Jilta?
Goren would have loved to see the enemy appear
before him now, with or without the Marshal Erin Torb
present. Whatever chances their forces of twenty cruisers
stood, they were far better that those on Jilta if they were
attacked by Maluka right now.
Perhaps they should turn back. Maybe it was not too
late. These were not Goren's decisions but rather tactical
decisions left to the marshals of the fleet.

Θ
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CHAPTER 5

ENEMY ARRIVAL

Goren did not have to wait long for a decision. The defense
marshal announced to the crew that forty-three cruisers
with destroyers had been picked up on the Dockside
monitors, and were now bearing in.
To Goren this meant that Jilta had been saved. It
must have been the Patuans that plundered the Duchy of
Kalanon; may they rot in Halz.
Goren stood on the bridge, where he watched the
Malukan fleet. If the Hymondian spies were correct, there
should be another five cruisers, counting the Patuans, out
there. Goren wondered where? Had they attacked the
great industrial planet of Matow? Were they off on another
course to attack Jilta? Perhaps this threat explained the
absence of the Marshal Erin Torb.
As the Malukan fleet edged towards the system the
personnel on Dockside were ordered to abandon and return
to the Expeditionary Force fleet.
With the loss of the Dockside transmissions the Enemy
was now only appearing on the screens as a smudge but
growing stronger. Soon the individual markings of the
cruisers could be made out. They were Malukans, plus the
Patuans.
The defense marshal ordered the convergence of all
his fleet, to consolidate against the Malukan approach path
at the Martian orbit.
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The enemy stopped advancing at the orbit of Neptune.
The details of the enemy fleet were now filing across the
bottom of the screens. There were fifty cruisers and three
hundred destroyers. There they sat for two days, without
issuing any communication to the Expeditionary Forces.

θ
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CHAPTER 6

NASA

Colonel Johnson was delivering his daily report to NASA,
when his instruments failed again. The little manned Mars
probe had suffered all forms of malfunction over the past
week. The crew were only weeks away from being the first
Americans to set foot on their small sister planet of Mars.
Colonel Johnson was an old campaigner of space, this
being his seventeenth mission beyond Earth's atmosphere.
He was forty-seven years old and as strong as when he was
twenty-five. He was tall, fit and in perfect health.
Johnson wondered whether or not they would ever
arrive. They now had only weeks to go and this was
another instrument failure. If only they could find the
reason, then perhaps they could prevent these continual
systems abort messages. Again the crew of three searched
for the source of the failures.
“Still no contact Colonel,” came the voice of the young
crewmember, Adams. While the colonel was a veteran of
space Adams was experiencing his first real mission. Things
had been going smoothly but now the strain was showing.
Adams was shorter than Johnson, a leaner build, his
greatest asset being his sharp mind.
“What do you mean not receiving?” quipped Johnson.
“It must be working. There is no reason for it not to.
Instrument check shows fine!”
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“God, Colonel. Now all the power has, gone!” Adams
added, with a shred of fear in his voice.
“Millions of miles from nowhere! Hell! Power doesn’t
just run out. Fuel maybe, but not power,” yelled Johnson.
“Murphy, go back up and check the fuel cells. I'll check the
solar leads.”
“Sir, wait a minute. We’re beginning to get
something. Static and ticks. Look at the instruments,
they’re going wild!” yelled Adams in a wavering voice.
The colonel called, just as he was about to leave.
“Better give me a look.”
Murphy's voice came from the other side of their tiny
tin capsule. He was the unassuming third man on the
mission. Everything about Murphy was unassuming. His
build was average, his abilities average, but always he could
be counted on to come through in a tight squeeze. He was
thirty-one years old. “Er, sir, better look at this through the
top portal. Am I...is my...oh mother, you'd better see....”
“What is it Murphy? Sometimes...” The colonel cut
short his sentence as he gazed up through the portal to the
outside. “Do you see that? My God! Look at it. It’s going
over the top of us! It’s huge. I hope we don't hit! Look at
the size of it. Its over a goddamn mile long and still passing
over!
“Get NASA! Try again; keep trying. Oh that is big.
Keep trying! God, don't let it hit us!” he bellowed.
The little craft suddenly lurched. Adams called from
the other compartment to find out what the hell was going
on. The colonel called for full thrust but no avail. He waited
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as he watched their small craft being swallowed by the huge
monster above.
As they ascended into the bowls of the cruiser, gravity
began to return to the little ship from NASA. The colonel
could see lights and openings in the great craft around
them. As light streamed through their portals; the colonel
felt about as much excited about the prospect outside, as he
was fearful. If this was real and not imagined what did this
mean to Earth? The small craft lurched again and stopped.
A smooth monotone female metallic voice came over
the intercom of the craft from NASA. “The Defense Marshal
of the FSS Cruiser Nebulus would like to apologize for any
inconvenience or discomfort you may be experiencing.
Currently you have entered into a war zone, and you have
been detained for the safety of yourselves, your crew, and
others. As soon as the danger has passed you’ll be
permitted to continue your journey. Until then, the
marshal, his captain and his crew hope you have a pleasant
stay aboard the Cruiser Nebulus. Thank you.” The voice
ceased.
The colonel stared at the intercom disbelieving. He
turned to Adams and said, “Oh, no! I don't believe this.
What do you see out that portal?”
Adams stepped over to the portal, stared for a
moment and then blinked at the colonel. “All I can see is a
soldier with a strange rifle sir.”
“No stars?”
“No sir. He is just looking at me sir. I think he is
waving.”
“You certain?”
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“Yes sir. I know what a wave looks like, sir.”
“Give me another look!” The colonel stepped next to
Adams and stared. “Oh hell…. That does it! Get me a gun,
and I’ll put on my space suit. I'm going out.”
“Sir, this is a scientific mission; we don’t carry guns.”
“Any weapon then! No one is going to space nap us
and not think twice.”
“Here, sir,” Adams passed the colonel a wrench. The
colonel stared at it. It would have to do.
Johnson donned his helmet. His voice was muffled.
“You operate the airlock. Close the hatch.”
Adams and Murphy looked at each other, as they saw
their colonel leave the airlock and slowly approach the
soldier outside.
Murphy said to Adams. “I don't think he will need the
helmet.”
They could see that the soldier was having difficulty
hearing the colonel. The soldier motioned for the colonel to
uncap his helmet, but this was refused.
Johnson reasoned that this could be part of some
space virus they had all caught. Possibly this was only a
dream that appeared real.
The pair inside watched as the soldier yelled. Finally
the colonel turned and returned to his ship. When inside
the wrench was handed to Murphy, who looked at it for a
moment and locked it away.
Adams quickly asked: “Well, what did he say, sir?”
The colonel shook his head. “I went over to what
looks like a soldier and he looks at my wrench. Then he
says in slow accented English, but real plain, if we’re having
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mechanical problems he will get someone to help us. I
yelled at him that for love’s sake to peve off and leave us
alone. He's yellin' like he can't understand a word I’m
saying but I can get every word of his.” The colonel paused,
then asked, “Is it still there?”
Murphy peeked. “The soldier is gone but that...
whatever it is, is still there.”
“Federation cruiser,” corrected Adams.
There was a knock at the airlock. The colonel and
Adams looked at each other. Murphy went over to open it
up.
Before he could be stopped the hatch opened.
Johnson froze.
“Sorry sir,” said Murphy, “If it’s a dream, then we’re all
dead. The hatch is open. I don’t believe you can dream
when you’re dead, so this isn’t a dream but real. If we’re
dead then it doesn’t matter anyway. In which case we
might as well….”
Johnson sighed. Then he saw a head pop into the
hatchway.
A Federation crew technician stood there before them.
“Hello sirs. My name is crewman Gondal. I have been told
you may require some technical assistance. I used to be in
charge of the Historical Section at the Jiltanian Museum of
Antiquities. I can help as I’m a vintage space buff myself.”
“Vintage!” quipped the colonel. “I’ll have you know
this is top of the line....”
“My apologies, sir. Of course. Is there anything I can
help you with?”
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Not all the words were familiar to the Earth travelers
but they understood enough.
Johnson stepped forward. “Yes soldier. As they say
where I come from, please take me to your leader.” He
turned to his crew. “Adams, Murphy, remain here. Lock the
hatch.”
They both replied in chorus. “Yes, sir.” They watched
as their colonel disappeared from view and the hatch closed.
The colonel was finding the episode unbelievable.
They had left Earth to push out into new frontiers of space.
To search for that age-old question, was there life on Mars?
Did that mysterious red planet have the basic building
blocks to support life? Could they find a moss or even a
virus that proved that life beyond Earth was at least
feasible, if not plausible? Yes, he was on his way to Mars,
but how could he reasonably expect NASA to believe his
journey was now proceeding in the visitors waiting lounge of
a Hymondian Federation cruiser? Whatever that was.
Colonel Johnson looked around. He wondered if he
was not really in Paris Airport. That had happened to him
once. For seventeen hours he had waited. No service, no
help; only people passing by, refusing to accept his plea for
assistance. Seventeen hours and now this was quickly
appearing to be the same.
Yet, what could he do? Get back in his tin can and
complete his mission to Mars? Look under rocks and try to
find some hidden Martian microbe, and report the possibility
of life beyond Earth? How could he continue, even if he was
ordered to? He had found a floating city in space, and the
people even spoke a weird sort of English.
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Johnson thought of what he might say if he was to
contact NASA this very minute. “NASA Control, this is
Johnson here. Yes, things are fine; I’m still on my way to
Mars, in the visitors' waiting lounge of the FSS Cruiser
Nebulus. They would like to know if we could donate our
craft to their vintage aviation museum on their home planet
Jilta. No, really, everything is fine. The people here speak
and look like any American. No, we can’t leave just yet as
we’re in a war zone, but they tell me we may continue when
the danger has passed.”
The colonel's attention was drawn to a solitary figure
that finally was approaching. Johnson sighed in relief. For
fifteen minutes Johnson had been seated watching troopers
passing, paying him no attention.
The stranger sat down adjacent to him.
“Colonel, sorry to keep you waiting.” Johnson was
relieved to find the person spoke English without any
difficulty or accent at all. “My name is Goren Torren. You
don’t know me but I passed your craft some months ago on
my last visit to Earth.”
“Of course!” replied the colonel sarcastically.
“I’m sorry if you’re bitter, but we couldn’t let you
continue for your sake, as well as our own. Unfortunately
this system has become a war zone. Due to the slow
propulsion of your craft you would become space debris
within moments of the battle starting. You would be a
space hazard to our fighters and interceptors. If we did not
rescue you, we would have had to at least destroy your
vehicle.”
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The colonel sank back into his chair. “Of course,” he
said quietly.
“However Colonel, if you’ll follow me I’ll show you
what this war is about.”
Reluctantly Johnson nodded. What else could he say?
“How do you know I’m a colonel?”
Goren smiled. “It’s woven on your tunic. Colonel
Johnson. United States Air Force - NASA.”
Johnson gave a halfhearted laugh.
They walked down a corridor and turned right. A small
door hissed open. Inside was a small room, softly
decorated, with two small tables and padded chairs. They
seated themselves and another door, hidden, opened. A
small man entered dressed in a white vest coat and black
trousers.
“Sirs, what would you like to drink?” the waiter asked.
Johnson shook his head. He had to be dreaming. He
looked around. This isn’t a bar. “Colonel?” asked Goren.
The colonel rolled his eyes. “Sure, why not!” he said
shaking his head. Goren held up two fingers and said
something the colonel did not understand.
Somehow not understanding the words spoken by
Goren cheered the colonel up a little.
While waiting for their drink of kalo, Goren explained
about Warp Drive travel and Earth's position in its
development, the Malukans, and the vote to save Earth
versus its destruction.
The colonel was beginning to look brighter already and
listened intently. He accepted his kalo, sipped and smiled.
He felt like he was home. “Coffee? It’s not bad.”
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“No, it’s kalo. It’s very similar. It comes from a root
bean or legume, similar to your peanuts, except this comes
from Jilta. It’s roasted and ground the same as coffee. You
can have it with milk or sugar if that is your taste, Colonel.”
Goren was watching every movement of the colonel. His
eyes, hands, the way he responded when spoken to. The
colonel was doing better than expected.
They finished their kalo.
Goren continued. “Now, being a scientist with a
military background, this should be of interest to you.
Please follow me.”
Goren led him out into the corridor again and within
minutes they had entered the map room.
It was a large room, about thirty-five pacs across with
thirty personnel. In its center was a horizontal holographic
display of the Sequetus System. The sun with its ten
planets, their satellites, asteroids, comets and the
Federation military vessels all made an impressive display.
Goren spread out his left arm to indicate the map
room. “This room ties all the system movements through a
central computer and relays them to the bridge for the
defense marshal decisions. Those decisions are relayed
back to the ships by the display in front of you.”
Goren indicated to a trooper and the display changed a
fraction. “The display is set in time layers. It has present
time, where the objects on the screen will be with their
relative possibilities at various points in the future. The
screen also shows where the marshal wants his deployment
at various times in the future, and the anticipated responses
from the enemy.
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“The response from the enemy will be faded in color
when the possibilities change. What we have here is the
attempt to predict certainty of the future with the resources
we have available.”
“Hmm,” Johnson said. “Does one man determine the
fate of all these?”
“From here the fleet acts as one living organism, of
one mind. The defense marshal makes all the tactical
decisions. Others help by way of advice, but only he can
make decisions for the fleet.
“I understand,” said Colonel Johnson.
Goren walked to the side showing the Nebulus. “If this
ship were to be destroyed then the effective cohesion of
attack would be lost. There are backup plans in such a
case, but the initial response is for the organism to act in
panic rather than a disciplined mode of thought. For that
reason this ship is heavily guarded but also heavily targeted
by the enemy.”
“And the enemy, those Malukans. Are they the
same?”
“Yes, they have a flagship, and like ours it’s
camouflaged to appear the same as their other cruisers.
When the Flagship is down, the fleet is only fifty percent
potent until another flagship is established. Each side tries
to get the other to believe the other ships are the flagship.
The colonel looked over the display. “It looks as if the
odds are against you. That isn’t good for Earth.”
Goren solemnly agreed. “Yes. If we fail Earth will be
destroyed; my Lorde will lose his realm and the Galaxy shall
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become a place unfit for free humanoid beings.” Goren
looked at the colonel.
Johnson stiffened. “Well sir, as the only
representatives of Earth and as the only military
commander of Earth within miles, can I offer you the
services of my crew and myself. I would like to pledge
support to the cause.”
Goren appeared to think for a moment and the colonel
continued. “Sir, sixty-five years ago my father fought for
freedom against a tyrant of our planet. My father helped to
make it safe for me, and I hope you’ll permit me the same
opportunity to free mankind from this greater menace.”
“Help gratefully accepted, Colonel!”
The colonel saluted.
Goren smiled. “Collect your men Colonel, and meet
me in the muster room in fifteen minutes.” Goren signaled
a trooper to assist the Colonel to find his way and watched
them both leave. Goren reported to the defense marshal
that his meeting had been a success.

Θ
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Expeditionary Forces Document
Sequetus Briefing Sheet - 067
Stores inventory from Celtron 4:
1. Battleclass:
Data:
Battleclass were obsolete well before Federation
conquest. Diameter - two hundred and fifty pacs across,
spherical, never defeated.
Lines of rocket tubes are at five-degree intervals,
behind thirty pacs of laminated armor plate.
Battleclass are like steel fortresses, virtually
impregnable to atomics and laser, but easily avoided by the
enemy. By the time the first three battleclass had been
constructed they were already an outmoded curiosity, taking
tugs decades to transport them from one system to another.
Space battle occurred in a much quicker time scale for them
to be of use. When first designed the battleclass were put
into planetary defense orbits; but unless attacked directly
they served little purpose.
2. CCP Quantum Drive Cruisers:
Data:
The CCP cruisers are smaller than their Federation
counterparts. Unlike the Federation model they possess no
proposhield for protection against lasers or particle beams.
Instead they are heavily armor-plated. Though slower they
are very maneuverable.
Federation cruisers are twice their length, and built in
gravity-free space. Confederacy cruisers are planet
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constructed. With the correct elevating tugs these cruisers
can be lifted off-planet in compartments, with final assembly
in orbit. It’s for this reason that Confederacy cruisers have
been retained on Celtron 4.
While Federation cruisers have the support of sixty
interceptors, the Confederacy versions have room for fifty.
Like all Confederacy craft they were devoid of Warp Drives,
and the Warp Drive Bank refuse to consider the notion of
fitting Warp Drives to these obsolete craft.
3. CCP Quantum Drive Destroyers:
Data: Each destroyer has provision for five
interceptors supported by fifty fighters. As these destroyers
were not Warp Drive their ability to flee against a WD
opponent craft is zero.
Confederacy destroyers carry dense armor-plating,
greatly reducing their maneuverability.
All destroyers have particle cannons and lasers for
defense and attack. Against a planet-side city, destroyers
use rockets with atomics, though microwave beams, aimed
directly at a single multi story building on a planet can turn
the building to dust in seconds. A superrise can have its
structure disintegrate instantly, leaving the building to freefall within its own footprint. All by overhead microwave
beam from a destroyer.
A destroyer could take out a city of two million
inhabitants, its service facilities, commercial centers, all
suburbs, and satellites in day.
4. General:
A. Rockets:
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Data: In space, rockets are risky from destroyer to
destroyer. A gunner can explode a rocket as it departs from
the opposite destroyer. Lasers and interceptors are the only
form of effective attack from ship to ship.
B. Interceptors:
Data: Interceptors are effective attack craft in space.
An interceptor carries six rockets, launching away from its
mother craft. The key defense against interceptors has
been lighter short-range fighters that don’t normally carry a
rocket payload.
Interceptors wear mild armor; fighters wear none.
Maneuverability is the fighter’s defense.
Compiled: Negino Quail
Stores Master
Under Authority:
Marshal Erin Torb
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Document # 12709
Issued to: Basic Troopers
From: Defense Marshal Werso Mell
BASIC SPECIFICATION 001 OF CRUISER CLASS
A: To travel from one cruiser end to the other, crew
ride monorail loops. There are stations on three levels with
interconnecting elevators at four stations.
B: The bulk of a cruiser’s space is made up of
proposhield engineering, gravity plates, and the racks and
launch hangers for the sixty interceptors, and their three
hundred fighters.
C: Up forward are the bridge and administration
sections. The flight sections are mid decks below the
sleeping quarters. Beneath the flight decks are the
gravityplates; while at the rear are the Warp Drive Systems.
The proposhield generators are up forward beneath
administration.
D: Fighters and interceptors are launched, housed,
serviced and received around the flight decks. To launch,
an attack craft has to be catapulted from the decks through
an exit at the side of the cruiser, which opens only prior to
departure. Fighters and interceptors re-enter through
continually open hanger doors. These doors are wide, and
protected by retractable nets.
The nets keep out most physical intruders. It’s the
acron-fields that seal the atmosphere in the ship, within the
open hanger doors.
The acron-field is a stream of magnetized electron
beams sent from below the door to the receivers at the top.
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The electron streams excite the broadmatter in their path
causing it to heat and change polarity thereby repelling, and
sealing, the inside atmosphere molecules. Through that
seal can pass large matter. However, dust and air is
trapped either side of the field.
E: During battle the turnaround time for a fighter to
reload and re-arm was slightly less than twelve minutes.
F: Those fighters unable to return due to damage,
and adrift in space, are retrieved by remote robot-droids.
The droids are sent out and attach themselves to targets,
and then nudge them back into the hanger nets, to be
rescued by the emergency crews. The nets can stop a
fighter in full flight and under such circumstances the
emergency crew would quickly crane away the net and
fighter, and a new net would be hastily drawn down into
place.
G: Returning fighters land and are locked into a
moving assembly line enclosure, re-armed and refueled,
pilots sometimes replaced. The craft is then bustled down
to the launch decks and again catapulted into space. This
takes a twelve-minute turnaround.
H: Interceptors are treated similarly but take longer
to refuel and reload.
I: Fighters are eleven pacs long, and take a maximum
of two crewmen. Interceptors vary, but on this ship are
thirty-eight pacs long with a maximum crew of five.
Interceptor armaments consist of stationary cannons
and three gun turrets, while carrying up to six J-Class
rockets.
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Fighters can, if stripped down, carry a single rocket.
More often they might carry a non-propelled, and lighter,
torpedo.
Interceptors can range a great distance from their
mother craft; fighters cannot.
J: The concept of the destroyer and the cruiser is the
same. The difference is scale, brought about by the
introduction of the proposhield in the cruiser.
The development of the proposhield can be mirrored
with the Warp Drive System and works on the same
Broadmatter Theory Principle. Like Warp Drives, the
proposhield is a time generated phenomena, but operates
only around the front hull of the ship.
Just in front of the ship's proposhield bow the universe
is warping time. Canon and laser fire disappear into the
shield, never to remerge to harm the ship. Rockets are too
massive to be absorbed into the future and past; too firmly
entrenched in now.
There is no polarizing effect of the shield, with only a
few microns of space affected. Without polarizing the hull of
the ship, the power taken to drive the proposhield and keep
it locked into another time is massive. The power to do this
is taken from the broadmatter itself – see Broadmatter
Theory Addendum. Note that if the ship was polarized the
flight deck couldn’t operate.
Massive recount coils surge power to the shields. They
draw the power from broadmatter. The coils need to be
three hundred pacs in diameter to be effective. It’s this that
dictates the size of a cruiser. The recount coils along with
the proposhield are leased or bought from the Federation
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Warp Drive Bank, with the same stringent agreements as
for Warp Drives leases.
For more information, read
BASIC SPECIFICATION 002 -007 OF CRUISER CLASS,
available from all storemasters in your shift hours.
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SAMPLE
GLOSSARY, DEFINITIONS, HISTORICAL NOTES
AND BACKGROUND DATA
Editorial note: When the term Terrestrial appears beside a word or
term, or historical note, this indicates it is a terrestrial word from
Sequetus 3 – Earth – and the definition is a terrestrial definition, or
historical note. It isn’t a fictional term or definition.

BACK MATTER
CONTENTS
1. Glossary
2. Working Notes
3. Credits
4. Illustrations
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SAMPLE GLOSSARY
Abydos Temple: (Terrestrial) 1. Egypt circa 3500 BC. Abydos
is the site of the most famous of Egypt’s artifacts, the burial site
of Seti I who ruled Egypt from 1313 to 1292 BC, and son of
Ramses I

2.

Glyphs. There appears to be a helicopter, and a toy plane to
its right. 3. The temple became the chief temple for worship of
Osiris and Horus - who went up into the heavens to do battle in
winged discs with Seti. The bottom photo is inside the temple.
Academia: 1. A college of high learning, tertiary education,
offering doctorates. 2. (Plural – academias) The institutions of
the highest places of learning in the Federation. Source, Jiltanian
after the gardener Academos who used to tend the gods in
making their gardens a paradise.
Acron Field: This is one of several kinds of fields that hold freeair inside military craft. The Acron Field is generated around a
ship and prevents the free-air from leaving; while permitting
large sold objects to enter and leave the ship. This effect is
achieved by a magnetic force that is held as a ridge at the
perimeter. The magnetic force is strongest nearest the center of
the source of the field. Through unifying fields gravitational,
electrical and so on, the magnetic fields can be made denser out
from specified epicenters. They then prevent free-air molecules
passing; while at the same time allow more solid masses and
objects to pass. Named after its inventor, Luis Acron of Tilk.
Adams, Lieutenant: United States Air Force - NASA astronaut
turned Interceptor crew. Survived the Battle of Sequetus 3.
Born in Ohio, went to Caltech.
Aeroitek Corporation International: ACI – The corporation on
Earth used by Goren Torren to legitimize his operation being
there.
Afterburners: When dumping fuel out through the exhaust
system, and igniting it within the system, the continual explosion
of such afterburning adds speed to the craft.
Agent: 1. Two levels below independent. Starting at the top is:
Independent, Junior Independent, Agent, Agent Junior Grade. 2.
Malukan agents are on Sequetus 3. They report to Moonbase and
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through the manipulations of world leaders are able to control the
destiny of a planet. 3. Agent and Agent Junior Grade are often
referred to by the same title – Agent.
Agnest, M.M.: (Terrestrial), Soviet, had theories that visitors
had been on Earth for some time represented in biblical stories.
Alaca Hoyuk: (Terrestrial) Ancient city in what is now central
Turkey, was where Hattusa of the Hittite Empire was situated.
This site is where the earliest copper tools alongside stone tools
were found.
Alfrash: The planet that was first colonized by the Pleiadians. It
has 1.04 Standard Gravity, was lush with forests, had deserts, ice
poles, temperate and tropical rain forests. A super solar flare,
itself a series of 12 flares, took out the colony over a sixty-year
period. There were suspicious circumstances to think that the
flare(s) may not have been completely natural. Over ninety
percent died during those sixty years. The planet was
abandoned, and at vast effort, it was engineered to remove all
evidence of previous occupation.
Algon Sea: The nearest sea to Jilta PPC, measuring 765 Ks
across at the widest point.
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SAMPLE CREDITS (BIBLIOGRAPHY):
Below are some sites that may help those curious on the
background data of the New-Earth Series. These sites and many
others shed more color on the tapestry of history upon which this
series is written. The following sites were also selected because
they include the photos that I used as source materials in the
Glossary and this also needs to be acknowledged.

Abydos Temple:

Key words: Abydos temple, glyph, plane, Egypt, UFO, helicopter
Site: http://www.ufocom.eu
Notes: Bilingual site. The fascination with Egypt and some
connection from outside of earth is more evident when one looks
at this temple. Here appears the outline of a helicopter as well as
a small-stylized picture of a jet fighter.

Key words: abydos, interior, Egypt, temple
Site: http://www.all-about-egypt.com
Notes: Abydos temple is cut into rock. This site is about Egypt and a
travel guide. This is just about Egypt, its history, its kings and people.

Bermuda Triangle:

Key words: Bermuda, triangle
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Site: http://www.bermuda-trangle.org
Notes: Perhaps one of the most professional sites of its kind. It is
very detailed. It is the detail that gives one the correct proportions to
this phenomenon of the Bermuda Triangle. This is perhaps the premier
site for the Bermuda Triangle phenomenon.

Catal Huyuk:

Key words: Catal, Huyuk, early, civilization, mystery
Site: http://www.ancientmysteries.eu
Notes: Bilingual site but does have translations. The site itself is very
interesting and has its niche in this phenomena. But as it is written
originally in a foreign language, you will need some patience. Your time
spent is worthwhile.

Condon Report:

Key words: Condon, report, UFO
Site: http://www.alienwar.com
Notes: A professional site. The creators are passionate about what
they’re writing. The site hasn’t just the Condon Report, but also alien
abductions or various, and horrific kinds. You can get lost in this site
with the data. The author of the site has his own story to tell and goes
over much of it. His experience is subjective and worth the time to go
through the site. This site is put together with a passion not seen in
other sites. Read the author’s subjective experience and you decide.
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Cydonia:

Key words: Cydonia, Mars
Site: http://www.enterprisemission.com
Notes: The above site has good data, and the wiki link below has
specific information on where this face is found on Mars, its coordinates
etc. One will also find there the pyramid, fort and other named
anomalies adjacent to the face.

Dinosaur tracks:

Key words: dinosaurs, man, together, footprints, Texas
Site: http://www.ascensionearth2012.org
Notes: This is a professional site and certainly shows that this is a real
phenomenon. They have even taken a slab of the clay of where the
dinosaur footprint overlays the human print and examined the pressure
cross-section of the cut, revealing scientifically that this is a true event.
Of course this isn’t the only evidence of man-created phenomena found
on Earth on millions of years old strata of mud.

Ψ
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We hope you enjoyed reading this sample of the Sequetus
Series. We hope it has you interested enough to continue with
the full purchase back at the site where you downloaded this
sample from.

ψ
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